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Examples of Interpretives
1. Wall text for Drawing Lab, an all-audiences participatory exhibition that I curated at the Utah
Museum of Fine Arts in 2013.
Drawing is the radical act of making a mark. It is a record of thinking, of
perceiving, of impulse. It claims I am here.
Drawing has been defined many ways and has had many purposes throughout
human history. Cave drawings, botanical illustrations, and self-portraits all
document our experiences. Drawings visually map our ideas and tell our stories.
The drawing process provides immediate feedback: As we draw, we create
evidence of our perceptions, choices, and attitudes. We record what we see, feel,
hear, remember, imagine, suspect, prefer, challenge, question…
Drawing Lab invites you to experiment, explore, and create your own definition
of drawing. The drawings made in this exhibition will create a shared portrait of
our visitors. You may create abstractions in chalk, draw directly on a table, take
inspiration from art objects, or contribute to an exhibition-long “metamorphosis”
scroll drawing. We encourage you to boldly draw in ways you haven’t before.
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2. Great Salt Lake: Three Views
From January – April, 2014, the UMFA hosted three exhibitions that each present a different
view of Great Salt Lake. I conceived of an interpretive wall to introduce the exhibition and pose
questions about the three shows, comparing and contrasting their treatment of a common subject
in different media and through different lenses. The wall includes a map of Great Salt lake,
locating prominent locations featured in all three exhibitions, a self-guide, a seating area that
invites visitors to peruse the short story by J.G. Ballard featured in Tacita Dean’s JG, and this
wall text, which I wrote to invite visitor engagement with all three exhibitions.
GREAT SALT LAKE: Three Views
Great Salt Lake has engaged our imagination for centuries. We philosophize on
the shores of the largest saltwater lake in the Western Hemisphere, and we
wonder at the evidence its ancient coastlines provide of time beyond our
comprehension. It is always changing, and the unpredictable rising and falling of
its water level, or the moments when its waters turn red, unearth nuanced
complexity at the edge of our grasp. Meanwhile, our creative nature has figured
out how to harness the resources of this unique natural environment.
Artists have visited and documented this site, providing a further space for
dialogue about our relationship to the Inland Sea. The UMFA presents three
exhibitions that each take a different approach to this ancient body of water. In
her film JG, Tacita Dean filters her view through symbolism and personal
meaning to explore the lake as a site of entropy and change, representing the
inescapable effects of time. Her intricately woven narratives, visual metaphors,
and references to the creative works of artist Robert Smithson and author J. G.
Ballard ask us to forge connections among recorded moments and manipulated
images. Meanwhile, in The Savage Poem Around Me: Alfred Lambourne’s Great Salt
Lake, the painter, encountering the lake in an earlier time, records his personal
experience and fascination with the landscape through romantically painted
vignettes. In contrast, Center for Land Use Interpretation: Great Salt Lake Landscan
pursues as objective a view as possible in representing our use of this landmark’s
unique features. Through a documentary lens, we encounter an unedited 500foot aerial view of a southern section of the lake and the scale of our industrial
interaction with it.
We invite you to engage openly with these works as your own site of creative
contemplation and dialogue. How are these exhibitions alike and different, what
piques your interest, and what do your responses to such diverse creative works
suggest about our collective and multifaceted relationship with Great Salt Lake?

3. This guide facilitated multiple points of entry to three related exhibitions, Great Salt Lake:
Three Views, inviting visitors to pose questions about all three exhibitions together and to
compare and contrast their content and formats. Four museum educators wrote a section to
share various lenses through which we viewed the exhibitions. This image shows Thinking about
time; the others were Thinking about transcendence, Thinking about place, and Thinking about
perspective. (back and front)

Thinking about time
When I look at these three exhibitions, I think of time: the different ways the artists
experience their time at the site of the lake, and the different ways they make the
experience of that time available to us. In her film JG, Tacita Dean reveals a nonlinear
narrative, a weaving of experiences at different places that revisits sites and moments in a
dreamlike state. She contemplates the spiraling of entropy in this film while
incorporating the voice of J.G. Ballard, who directly comments on inescapable entropy.
Similarly, my experience of her film is fragmented, evoking memories and questions in a
nonlinear fashion. The film, for me, poses an invitation to free associate, relating a
moment from the past or an imagined future to an image in the present.
CLUI’s HD video Great Salt Lake Landscan pursues a different, more direct presentation of
time. The video documents nineteen minutes of observation and presents it as exactly
that. There is a 1:1 relationship between the time recorded and the time we spend
viewing it. I wonder how much truer or less true the information is when it is presented
this way. It seems like we are there, but we aren’t. This isn’t even the viewpoint of a
human; this is the experience of a digital device. But I know what nineteen minutes feels
like, so I project myself into the camera’s observation with relative ease.
And, finally, Alfred Lambourne’s paintings seem diaristic to me– the record of the artist’s
time at the lake, each detail depicted at its most romantic or interesting to the artist,
culminating in a still image. I see in these paintings the splicing together of moments in
time. There is an editing implied in each brushstroke, a spontaneous decision based on a
personal experience of the present.
Which experience of time resonates with you? The fragmented narrative of Tacita Dean’s
35mm film, the 1:1 relationship of CLUI’s HD video, or the frozen moments of
Lambourne’s paintings? Do you relate more readily to a diaristic record, a freeassociative one, or a straight-forward approach?

4. Interpretive text for a label to accompany a temporary intervention of contemporary
photography by Shigeyuki Kihara in the otherwise traditional Pacific Island Gallery at the Utah
Museum of Fine Arts.
Shigeyuki Kihara, whose salt 8 exhibition is on view in the adjacent gallery,
investigates the complexities of cultural identity, colonialism, globalization,
representation, gender roles, and spirituality. Her work presents a conflated
sense of time, inviting past histories, perceptions of the present, and projections
of the future to inform each other.
Contemporary photographs by Shigeyuki Kihara are temporarily incorporated
into our Oceanic gallery. This practice of juxtaposing contemporary art with a
traditional museum display is called an intervention. The contemporary and
traditional works re-inform each other, asking new questions about the meaning
and context of each.
Think about this intervention:
·
What does it mean to see Kihara’s work here, in the Oceanic gallery, rather
than next door in the contemporary salt gallery?
·
Does this setting change the way you respond to her work?
·
Does it affect the way you view the objects in the rest of this gallery?
Think about the work in this gallery:
·
What time periods and parts of the world are presented?
·
Why are the cultures and nations in this gallery grouped together?
·
Many of these objects are intended for practical or spiritual purposes. Why
are they in an art museum?
·
How did the traditional Oceanic objects in this gallery come to exist at the
UMFA? Who collected this work, why were they in the Oceanic region, and
what was their relationship with the people they met? How did the creators
of these purposeful objects determine which objects to sell?

4. This gallery card accompanied the UMFA’s exhibition Bierstadt to Warhol: American Indians in
the West. I collaborated with University of Utah Faculty and UMFA Department of Education
and Engagement staff members to create a set of four cards to invite critical viewing of the
exhibition with respect to its complex themes. We asked members of the University community
to comment on each theme, and then we expanded on the theme on the back. The themes were
Romanticized Vision, American Frontier, Deconstructing Stereotypes, and Appropriation.
(Note: The text here on the front is written by an invited faculty collaborator.)

5. A self-guide to Nancy Holt’s Sun Tunnels to accompany her retrospective exhibition
at the UMFA. The language here was co-written with the UMFA’s curator of
contemporary art, and the guide was developed in collaboration with the UMFA’s
graphic designer.

6. Taking Nancy Holt’s Sun Tunnels as inspiration, I collaborated with the UMFA
exhibition designer to develop this project, in which visitors looked through a pipe to
create a “sightline,” using different lenses to alter their view if they wished, and
recorded their perspective with an attached camera. The photos looped on a monitor in
the gallery. I wrote this wall text as an introduction:
Framing Perspective
This interactive tool is modeled after Nancy Holt’s locators, short
horizontal pipes mounted on vertical pipes at eye level, which she
incorporated into various installations both indoors and out. Her
emphatically experiential locators focus the attention of the viewer on a
specific sightline by excluding extraneous information from the visual
field. Holt uses locators to explore perceptual relations, finding that the
view through the locator collapsed the perceived distance between the
viewer’s body and the object of observation as it changed the viewer’s
perception of scale. Rather than being detached from the environment,
the viewer engages with a fixed site, other visitors, and the parameters of
the work itself.
As you look through the cylinder, notice the effect on your perception as
your view is reduced and refocused by the cylindrical frame.
Do you feel a different relationship to the object of your observation?
Does it change your experience of scale or distance?
Examine different views, use the props on the shelf to alter your view (or
create a new object of observation), and use the digital camera to take a
picture of the sightline you have created. Select images will periodically
be uploaded to the screen in the gallery.

